
Mid-Elevation Species 
Advanced Practice Week 1 
March 6 – March 10, 2017 

 
Goal: Familiarize yourself with the auditory characteristics of the following seven species: 

 American Goldfinch 

 Lesser Goldfinch 

 Mourning Dove 

 Eurasian Collared-Dove 

 Northern Flicker 

 Cooper’s Hawk 

 American Kestrel 
 
Auditory ID: Below you will find recordings of some typical calls and songs for this week’s species. Listen through 
the tracks and pay attention to the characteristic tone, patterns, call notes and phrasing that I have noted.  Groups 
or pairs of these species can be easy to confuse with one another. I will describe some ways to help yourself 
differentiate between these similar-sounding species. 

After getting familiar with the recordings, go outside and see if you can hear any of these songs or calls. 
Remember- bird songs vary between individuals, and even within individual birds- try to listen to as many different 
songs as possible for each species to help you learn the songs! 

Track # Species Code Characteristics to listen for 

1 American Goldfinch AMGO The first part of this track demonstrates the characteristic and easy 
to pick out call note: This call of 4-5 sweet notes is sometimes 
thought of as “potato chip” or “per-chick-o-ree.” After that is the 
AMGO song: a long is a long series of twitters and warbles. Because 
this song can be so varied, and sounds similar to the complicated 
LEGO song, pay special attention to the interspersed “per-chick-o-
ree” call notes. Another call-note to listen for interspersed into the 
song is the squeaky, or whiny “swee-ee-ee” which oscillates and 
goes upward in tone. This is different from LEGO call notes, which 
often sound like a downward “tear” (see below).  

2 Lesser Goldfinch LEGO The LEGO also sings a long series of twitters and warblers, similar to 
the AMGO song. However, LEGO songs can be more disjoined than 
the AMGO, and they often have rough, raspy phrases. There is little 
note repetition and often lots of imitations of call notes from other 
species. One key thing to listen for when trying to differentiate the 
two songs, is the call note. You won’t hear the classic AMGO “per-
chick-o-ree” notes in a LEGO song. Instead, LEGOs will have whiny 
calls interspersed into the song. Listen especially to the downward 
“tear” call.  

3 Mourning Dove MODO The MODO song is a mournful and slow hooting, five-syllable: “oo-
AAHH-hoo-hoo-hoo.” Listen also to the light, airy whistle of the 
wings when they fly.  

4 Eurasian Collared-
Dove 

EUCD EUCD have a rhythmic, repeated, three-syllable hooting “coo-COO-
coo!” With three syllables (instead of five) and an emphasis on the 
middle note, the song is rhythmically different from the MODO. 
When you are out, also listen for a very harsh and nasal sound 
made during flights – this is very characteristic of the EUCD, and the 
sound won’t be made by MODOs. 



5 Northern Flicker NOFL The recording starts with a common Flicker call note, the high and 
piercing “Clear!” or “Kyeer!” It then plays a call common when birds 
are close together and displaying: a quieter, rhythmic and repeated 
“woik-a, woik-a, woik-a”. The recording ends with the territorial 
call, a loud, rolling rattle that lasts for 7 or 8 seconds: “wik-wik-wik-
wik-wik-wik.” 

6 Cooper’s Hawk COHA The COHA has a loud, grating “cak-cak-cak” call that is 2-5 seconds 
long. To differentiate this call from the NOFL territorial call, note 
the difference in pitch. COHAs have a much lower, scratchy sound, 
while NOFLs have higher pitched and more musical sound.  

7 American Kestrel AMKE THE AMKE also has a call made up of repeated notes. To 
differentiate from the NOFL and COHA, listen to the repeated 
notes: they are two-syllables rather than one: “killy-killy-killy!” Also, 
listen to the tone: AMKEs have a much higher, thinner tone than 
NOFLs or COHAs. 

 


